
1 AFTERNOO SESS 105 

2 (12:4 p.m.1 

3 MR. MURPHY: eNo are back on the record at 12:44.  

4 Whereupon, 

5 RICHARD R. KELLY 

6 having been previously duly sworn, was recalled as a witness 

7 herein and was axmined and testified further as follows: 

8 THE WITNESSt Before you start with a question, I 

9 would like to add something which occurs to me I didn't 

10 complete what I was going to tell you.  

11 On the statement attesting to the correctness, that 

12 certification sheet, I said I saw this note later. It was some 

13 time later. It was quite a bit after March 2Cth. It was in 

14 preparation for some event such as the Dingell hearings or 

15 something. It was May or June. It was quit* a bit after. And 

16 I recall it quite vividly because we dragged this sheet of 

17 paper out for some purpose, and I don't recall what it was, but 

18 I was very upset, made an issue of that being added.  

19 So other people should remember it. Jim Kuston was 

20 with me, and he said that was as mad as I ever get seeing that 

21 added later.  

22 MR. MURPHY: Okay.  

23 EXARINATIOCN (Continued) 

24 BY MR. MURPHY: 

25 Q Is there anything else you would like to add? 
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1 A- not tunless - there is one other ord. I aswered a 

2 question and I don't want to msiled you. YTo asked m if I 

3 had discussed your question, strategic answers. I answered it 

4 no, because ne er call hearing any discussion on strategic 

5 anser.  

6 we did have a discuio- on what I labeled as an easy 

7 aser, and I told you about that so time earlier.  

3 Q es. r've talked about that I think on previous 

9 interviews.  

10 it appears in the March 20th letter the termicology 

11 -overall compliance-. And my question to you, Mr. Kelly, would 

12 you have concurred with the letter if it just said merely 

13 -compliance- as opposed to "overall-? 

14 NR. SILBET:f Do you mean the overall QA program? 

15 R. -DWRPRT: Yes, the OQ program.  

L6 m. SILBERT: Not overall - you mean in a sense the 

17 overall QA program is -

1H MR. HURPHY: Yes.  

19 MR. DRPTl: -- is -- they do use the word "is" in 

20 compliance.  

21 M. MURPHY: Tes, sir. And what I a referrinq to if 

22 it said -- just merely said the QA program is in compliance 

23 with the 

24 THE WITrESS: I would like to have the word -overall

25 in there. I would prefer it to have that in there, because 
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soma people night make a distinction. The Q& progrm is in 

compliance. That mans that nothing is in violation; could be 

read that way. r wouldn't, but it could be read that way.  

When it says the overall QA program, I am 

including - that gives me the feeling that I am including 

criteria 15 and 16 which allow for imperfections, and it just 

makes m feel a Little more comfortable.  

By MR. MURPHY: 

o Okay, but %ould you have signed the letter had that 

word not 

A Nobody asked me to, so I don't know.  

o Okay. Let me ask you in your view, the January 3rd 

letter says -- I'll get it out and quote it, maybe that would 

be better doing that.  

(Pause.) 

MR. MURPHY: The second paragraph, it says, -In order 

to assist the NRC in determining whether or not TVA is in 

violation of the con-ission's rules and regulations in your 

construction permit, you are requested to furnish under oath 

and/or affirmation TVA's corporate position with respect to 

whether or not the 10 CFR50, App.B requirements are being met 

at the Watts Bar facility.

BY 1R. MURPHY: 

Q Is there a difference, in your view, between 10 MVR, 

App.B requirements are being met at Watts Bar facility and the 
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I overall a& program is in compliance? 

2 A 00, I don't think there is any difference. I think 

3 they mean the same thing.  

4 You know, my draft of the letter, I tried to repeat 

5 back exactly those words because thats the question we were 

6 being asked to answer. But I think that the statement that 

7 finally ended up there is totally equivalent to that.  

8 Q well, I guess you have kind of answered the question 

9 r was going to ask because in your draft you do state that 

10 you address the 10 CYR50, App.B requirement.  

11 A Uell, that was the question I was going to answer.  

12 0 In your view, there is no difference between meeting 

13 the requirements of App.B and being in overall compliance with 

14 App. B; is that -

15 A That's right.  

16 KR. SILBERT: You man the overall 0A program is in 

17 compliance.  

16 KR. NuRPHY: Yes. Well, I think that's what we are 
19 saying overall compliance as opposed to -

20 THE WITNESS: They're basically equivalent 

21 statements.  

22 THE WITNESS:. -- meeting the requirements.  

23 BY MR. KURPHY; 

24 Q There is no difference in your view.  

25 A No. Somebody might find some obtuse argument that 
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1 they could try on me, but I can't think of one at the rnont.  

2 Q In our second soting with you, you talked in omer 

3 the last 30 pages of the transcript of what we viewed as the 

4 time froes of which this letter addrassed, and we kind of 

5 determined that the time fram was some time between when Mr.  

6' White assumed the position as manager of nuclear power and 

7 March 20th; is that correct? 

8 A I think that's where we Left it.  

9 Q We were vacillating between numerous dates, but 

10 A We had various statements to various questions, but 

11 my recollection and my intent is to say that it covered the 

12 period thiat White was responsible for, which was mid-January 

13 through March 20th.  

14 Q Ofay. Whose idea was it to use that particular 

15 period of time as the scope for the letter? 

16 A I really don't know.  

17 0 Let me get more specific.  

is Was it your idea? 

19 A It could have been, although r don't recall. it. I 

20 think it's a good idea. I think that. made the question 

21 handleable and responsive to what I thought the KRC was asking.  

22 r have to tell you I guess that I think the basis for 

23 the question that we were asked, is App.B be being met. My 

24 impression was that the basis for that question was if the 

25 answer to that question were no, they aren't being met, then 
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stop wort -br further curtailment of activities was required.  

If the answer to the question was yes, they are being 

met-, then work could continue in the recovery program which 

everybody know was angoing. There was a lot of additional 

work being done to validate what was in the plants, what 

further corrective action might be required. There was a lot 

of activity. Everybody knew about Lt. The show cause ordered 

issued by the NRC was the basis for that.  

so I really felt that the question they were seeking 

an answer to is do they need to act further over what 's going 

on. And to answer that question we had to answer for the 

contemporaneous period, for the now as it occurred then.  

C Okay. There is two areas where it appears troum the 

responses that you have given where the scope was narrow. One 

was the time frame. We're talking about from Mr. White's 

arrival until March 20th.  

And number two is the scope of the NIRC 's perceptions 

inasmuch as we are addressing those basis that supported the 

perceptions given by -

A The issues.  

0 The issues.  

Was there ever any meeting amongst the key advisers 

with Mr. White and yourself to decid, that that is how we're 

going to limit the response? 

r'm not even sure limiting is -- the response would



1 be included to contain those items? 

2 A Not that I recall, although the advice received from 

3 Edgar in his notes suggest that that is the prudent -- the 

4 answer should be focused, and clearly what is being addressed 

5 made clear in- he response.  

6 But I don't recall sitting down and having a 

7 discussion about that.  

S Q Do you ever remember sitting down and having a 

9 discussion with Kr. White or any of his staff in relationship 

10 to the fact that in the opinion sought that a question, are you 

11 meeting the requirements of App.B was not really what they 

12 wanted to know, and what they really wanted to know is are we 

13 complying with App.B? 

14 Do you remember in saying that we're not really qoing 

15 to answer the question there asked because that's kind of a 

16 dumb question, and what we are going to do is determine whether 

17 we are in compliance with App.B? Do you remember sitting down 

18 and discussing this? 

19 A I don't recall. That doesn't man -- I can't be 

20 certain that something like that didn't happen. I just don't 

21 recall ever having that discussion.  

22 Q Okay.  

23 A It was 18 months ago though.  

24 Q I understand.  

25 MR. W:LLIAMSON: Can I ask a question? 
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MR. MURPKY: Surely.  

MR. SILBERT: I was just going to say drawing a 

distinction that the first part to say requirements are being 

met, that's a dumb question.  

MR. MURPHY: Tes, sir.  

MR. SILBERT: Then that means there is a distinction 

between that and saying the overall QA program is in 

compliance.  

MR. MURPHY: In the minds -

MR. SILBERT: I see, Ln the minds.  

MR. MURPHY: In the minds of some. I'm not -

MR. SILBERT: No, he said he didn't remember. I 

wanted to make sure I understood the question.  

MR. MURPHY: And I'm not questioning Mr. Kelly's view 

that there is no distinction, but other folks may not view 

it -

MR. SILBERT: Sure.  

MR. MURPHY: -- exactly as he does.  

MR. SILBERT: Oh, sure.  

MR. WILLIAMSON: One question while we are asking 

these.  

BY MR. WILLIAMSON: 

I asked you earlier if you had discussed the term 

"strategic response" with anyone, if that was a phrase that you 

had used, and you had indicated, no, it wasn't.



I Do you recall having any conversations with anyone 

2 regarding responding to the IERC with regard to on the 

3 programatic aspects of App-, saying, yes, we have a program.  

4 Therefore, we are in compliance via the execution and 

5 implementation aspects. Was that ever discussed with you? 

6* k No, no, and that would - much as some of the other 

7 thin*s that wore discussed, you know, would be something that r 

6 would be likely to suggest, like gettlia to the basic issues 

9 rather than the broaeer allegations. r would be unlikely to 

L0 try to limit it to programmatics, because in my opinion that 

11 wouldn't be totally responsive.  

12 0 There is, as a QA expert, there is a distinction 

13 between programm~atic and implementation or execution of the 

14 App.B, the aspects of it.  

i5 A They are two, two different activities, and we had an 

16 approved -- r knew we had an approved program, approved by the 

17 mnR. r didn't know whether it had been followed. So I would 

18 not have tried to limit the answer to the prograwamtic aspects 

19 because there were letters in the tile that said the program 

20 met the requirements. Didn't address whether the execution of 

21 the project -- the program had been adequately implemented.  

22 Does that answer your question, or did I Just 

23 0 Nlo, no.  

24 A -- confuse the issue? 

25 Q You answered iLt.  

Heritage Rec-orti.ng Corporation 
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1 *NR. MURPHYr Are you done? 

2 MR. WILLIAMSON: Yes.  

3 BY MR. MURPHY: 

4 U On this concurrence sheet, there is a ccxple of other 

5 folks who concurred here, Mr. Drotleff and Mr. Gridley.  

6 Do you know if their concurrences had any limitations 

7 on them? And what I would like -

6 MR. NESERVEt You mean at the time? 

9 MR. MURPHY: Yes, at the time.  

10 BY MR. MURPHY: 

11 Q Whether the concurrence of Mr. Gridley and the 

12 concurrence of Kr. Kirebo who was signing for I guess Mr.  

13 Drotleff, if there was any limitations placed on their 

14 concurrence.  

15 A None that I was aware of thea or am aware of now.  

16 Now the prior concurrence by Drotleff that wasn't as 

17 crisp as it should have been in that he didn't feel he had 

18 sufficient time to totally evaluate everything. So he hrd some 

19 reservations, and was relying probably more on my reviews of 

20 the attachments than his personaiL reviews.  

21 But at March 20th they had thoroughly reviewed them 

22 and the engineering group was satisfied with then.  

23 0 Let me tell you what we have been told, and I want to 

24 know if you ever heard these coements before.  

25 Mr. Drotleff said that any concurrence that he would 
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I have regarding that would only relate to those enclosures 
2 concerning Office of Engineering.  

3 'fis he ever suggested that to you'before' 

4 A yes, yesn - my have -mI tsawered your question, 

5 because r was understanding that, that the engineering, 

6' Drotleff and Kirkebo yes speaking for thos* things that they 

7 had involvement, in, not necassarily everything that was in the 
e letter, some of which they left to other people's discretion.  

9 1 would presume, although r was nevrr -- my specific 
10 understanding that Gridley was signing for primarily the 
11 Licensing aspects of this, but we never discussed it.  

12 a Have you ever -- r mean, you never discussed it with 

13 him? Was that a matter of group discussion? 

14 r mean, did Gridley ever tell you, or in your 

15 presence tell somebody else that he was merely signing from a 
16 licensing viewpoint inasmuch as a buck format, you know, and 
17 address, and it was notarized and all them administrative 

19 concepts? 

19 A Not that r recall a group discussing of that, but r 

20 would have presumed that he was signing for the things that he 
21 and his people had been involved with, not necessarily 

22 everything that was in the letter because although the 

23 licensing representatives at the sites had been involved, some 

24 things they hadn' t chucked or reviewed.  

25 Q OKay.  

Heritage Reporting Corporation 
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A So he was signing for the things over which he had 

smoe purview.  

Q Then that would not surprise you if these indivi duals 

told us that really what we were concurring with were those 

areas that we had 

A ISO.  

Q -- a particular interest.  

BY MR. 10311505: 

Q Mr. Kelly, bearing in mind that the N1RC did not have 

the benefi~t of knowing the accurate scope of your re spo nse from 

the standpoint of just responding to the bases for the NSRS 

perceptions. If I can clarify a little bit.  

I guess what I am asking you is, are you satisfied 

that that letter and its attachments, the March 20th letter and 

it's attachments on their face with what the NRC knew at the 

time clearly indicated to the ORC that you were discussing just 

the employee concerns that WSRS used as a basis for their 

perceptions as opposed to discussing the perceptions themselves 

in their generalities? 

And the reason I say this is the wording that was 

used in the cover letter to describe the scope of your 

response, namely, on the basis of the issues identified in the 

NSRS perceptions, if you notice that on this overhead that was 

used with the NSRS presentation, the perceptions themselves are 

called major issues.  
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1 So as a reader of that letter, is it not logical to 

2 say that a reader not knowing what you have at TVA have 

3 addressed your response to would think that you were addressing 

4 these general NSRS perceptions as issues in themselves as 

5 opposed to subissues within each perception? 

6 A Mo. We attempted to be as clepr on that as we could 

7 be in the wording suggested in that we went on to say in the 

8 letter, the March 20th letter that we -- I and my newly 

9 appointed QA manager will be undertaking further examination of 

10 the QA program effectiveness in the nuclear power program in 

11 general and at Watts Bar in particular. If that further 

12 examination reveals design construction deficiencies, at 

13 cetera.  

14 You know, we went on further in the attachments to 

15 say that in some of these areas, specifically the welding, we 

16 were undertaking an extensive review and we had not completed 

17 that review, and weren't scheduled to complete it for some 

18 period of time. That was discussed in other Meetings with the 

19 PRC. That rome of the general fields like welding were the 

20 subject of further reviews, extensive reviews in some cases.  

21 So I don't see how we could have been misleading 

22 anybody because that was, as clearly as we could, spelled out 

23 cs to what wq were continuing to do.  

24 0 Well, the reason I say that is because not only are 

25 the general perceptions in this overhead that the NRC had 
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1 identified Ar issues th;mselves, but in the attachments to the 

2 March 20th letter each of the attachments is headed by the 

3 general perception as opposed to the bases for that perception.  

4 You are following what I as saying? 

5 In other words, I am saying the NRC did not have the 

6 benefit of knowing that you went back to RSRS and says, okay, 

7 now I want the details upon whiz:h you base these general 

8 perceptions. You got that, and then responded to that 

9 internally, and prepared your responses to that, and then sent 

10 a letter back to the NRC and called issues -- your knowledge of 

11 what issues meant was the basis, the specific employee concerns 

12 that you responded to where NRC may be thinking issues is the 

13 as constructed welding program, and the individual r'enaral 

14 bullets.  

is Am I clear in what I am saying to you? 

16 A Not particularly, but I think I understand what you 

17 are getting at.  

18 Q Okay.  

19 A And I'm not sure precisely how to explain the 

20 differences, you know, on the basis of a review of the issues 

21 identified, and issues is -

22 Q The issues are not these general bullets, right? 

23 A Well, they are 

24 Q They are the bases.  

2r, A They are those issues with all of the specific 

Heritage Reporting Corporation 
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I problems on which the XSRS formed that opinion.  

2 Nov the only way that it was possible to review and 

3 analysis that is to ask the XSRS on what basis or what 

4 specifics they formed that opinion.  

5 Getting into such things a records are of poor 

6* quality is vrery difficulty. That isn

7 Q Absolutely.  

9 A -- a limitless swamp.  

9 Q Absoluotely, as a general 

10 A .Ad--sm had to talk to them and elicit from the NSRS 

11 people who wrote those words what did they mean. That's what 

12 we tried to answer and convey to the NRC.  

13 Now as I indicated, they kept adding to those, and on 

14 the date we answered, March 20th, we think we had asked for and 

15 received all of their concerns, and we answered on the basis of 

16 all of their expressed concerns.  

17 Now if there was an unexpressed concerned as perhaps 

18 there was because they added several days later tome more 

19 specif ics about that, those weren't reflected, probably were 

20 not reflected in the analysis done, but they were substantively 

21 picked up and added.  

22 There were also more than 11 items, because the NSRS 

23 first responded with, and r'm not sure it's 11, it's probably 

24 10, because r think that is the eleventh, and that's a general 

25 statement, thar 10 became a half a dozen more which were 

Hferitage Reporting Corporation 
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1 revi<*'e, analyzed and to the best of our ability corrective 

2 act-,I wAs identified as to vhat was being done, and we were 

3 prepa:ed to nake that infcrmation available to the NRC.  

4 T'hey hadLut specifically asked for it, so we didn't 

5 specificall inclu2i it in the letter, but we did specifically 

6 include it in the backup files because we thought they would oe 

7 Aterested in. Thiigs were added to this list of specific 

8 C:oncerns by NSRS that we should be prepared to answer.  

The words may not be as carefully chosen or crafted 

10 as hindsight and eight month. of major investigation teamn's 

11 time would choose to have them, but tey were .s carefully 

12 chosen and as responsive as we could rake them at the time.  

13 MR. ROBINSON Okay.  

14 THE WITNESSt Several other things, if I knew tha.  

15 you gentlemen were going to develop a fondness for Boston and 

16 come to visit re so often, I would have kept more detailed 

17 records of some of the other things we did, and I probably 

18 would have had at least two lawyeri go over this letter rather 

19 than just one.  

20 BY MR. MURPHY: 

21 Q You are not suggesting that you had tne lawyer go 

22 over the letter to begin with, are you? 

23 A No, but I knew he had.  

24 0 I mean was that a suggestion o-i your part? 

25 A No, it wasn't.  
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1 Q Let me try if I can get some -- I mean some -- if you 

2 can elaborate on maybe the second part of these questions, but 

3 let me ask you a specific question and give me as direct an 

4 answer as you can.  

5 Were you ever directed by Mr. White as a responsible 

6 indi-vidual for preparing the March -- which ultimately turned 

7 into the March 20, 1996 letter? 

8 A No.  

9 Q Did you ever take it upon yourself to assume the 

10 responsibility for tha preparation of the March 20, 1986 

11 letter? 

12 A I'll answer you question no, but I would like to 

13 expand on it at some point.  

14 0 Sure. That's tine. No, go ahead and expand on it.  

15 A As we discussed a few minutes ago, Drotleff was 

16 addressing the engineering things. I was addressing the QA 

17 concerns which was a substantial part of the letter.  

18 But my recollection was that the responsible party 

19 for preparing the response was licensing, and they were 

20 designated as the responsible group for all correspondence and 

21 communications with the NRC. That was fairly clearly spelled 

22 out.  

23 Now that didn't mwan that they could ju&' write an 

24 answeL because such places as QA had -- waa the ho der of the 

25 responsibility for the QA issues, although licensi-ne was 
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responsible for preparing -- for getting the letter prepared 

and issued.  

They also had a resiponsaility to involve the correct 

groups of people and get the correc' technical answers.  

So therq.t lies ml answer to the question. No, I 

wasn't charged with the responsibility, but I clearly 

understood that the QA inLut was something that I had to be 

resporsiale for, and I had to be satisfied with. Ani if 

licansing had gone off and arxwered for QA without my 

concurrenrs, I would have tried to stop it.  

Q Do you ever recall Mr. white telling Mr. Gridley 

you're responsible for getting this letter prepared for my 

signature? 

A No, I don't recall that.  

BY MR. WILLIAMSON: 

Q When you speak of licensing, are we talking Mr.  

Gridley, Mr. Domer, Mr. Burdette, is that who we are talking 

about in licensing? 

A We're talking about Mr. Gridley, who was brand new.  

He had only been there at the time we wrote this letter -- I 

had been thare about February 20th when the first final draft 

of this, I had been there officially a week. He had been there 

maybe two weeks, and he had just taken over that 

responsibility.  

Domer I think drafted, and I'm not sure of this, but 
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1. 1 think Domer was drafting various versions of this. Burdette 

2 at the time worked for QA.  

3 Q Okay.  

4 A Burdette was charged with collecting the backup. Re 

5 was working for Mullin in that capacity when I got involved.  

6 He was also charged with reviewing the back.p to so& that 

7 everything was cenuplete, and that it supported the conclusions 

e in the attachments, because the backup that we had led to this 

9 conclusion. So Burdette wasn't liewnLig, but he had a 

0i responsibility to check certain things for QA.  

11 MR. SILBERTt Could I ask a question -

12 MR. MURPHY: Yes, sir.  

13 MR. SILBERTt -- because I'm not sure - I wasn't 

14 quite clear on one of your questions when you asked about 

15 someone being designated to prepare a response.  

16 Did you mean that question in point of a period of 

17 time? For example, prior to Mr. White obviously making some 

18 reference, or someone making a reference to Mr. Edgar and Mr.  

19 eldgar coming up with a draft that eventually forms the basis of 

20 a response.  

21 Obviously Mr. Kelly had nothing to do with that. I 

22 dcn't know if cthers did or not, but I wasn't clear about the 

23 timing of your question as to -

24 MR. MURPHY: Let's say 

25 MR. SILZERT: -- the designation.  

zieritage Reporting Corporation 
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1 MR. MURPHY: -- from the time he arrived on the scene 

2 until the letter was finally pret&red. I guess what I'm trying 

3 to pin down is whether someone say, Mr. Kelly, you are 

4 responsible, and I would hope either Mr. White or someone, 

5 nrobably Mr. White woulu tell you, Mr. Kelly, you are 

6 responsible for doing this letter, and that never occurred? 

7 THE WITNESS: No, that nevbr occurred.  

8 BY MR. MURPHYt 

9 Q And that's really the kind of -- I just wanted to 

10 know if he r.ad been told by Mr. White that you arq. responsible 

11 for the letter.  

12 A Not that I recall.  

13 0 Okay.  

14 BY MR. ROBINSON: 

15 0 To your knowledge did Mr. White designate anyone as 

16 having overall responsibility for the preparation and 

17 coordination of that response? 

18 A Nn, I don't recall. It fell into the normal 

19 assignmentb as far as I knew.  

20 BY HR. MURPHY: 

21 0 And normal assignment is licensing? 

22 A Licensing prepared the correspondence, collects the 

23 right input and all the right input including QA from me.  

24 Q Sure. Did Mr. White ever appoint yn, as being 

25 Lisponsible for gathering up a.' the informatior. in line 
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organization and putting then into what turns out to be the 

attachments to the letter? 

ANo.  

By MR. ROBINSON: 

QDid you accept that responsibility on your own? 

A 'That responsibility was established before I was 

involved. Don't forget, Kullin had already collected an 

organization made up of line and CA people that had prepared 

what~ became the attachments. So those were in draft torm. the 

day I first met with Nu~lln, the first time I had ever met the 

man. That's what I looked at.  

Then he had that assignment. He was the QA manager 

When I relieved him some time later, he stayed in this 

assignment, stayed with the QA organization. lie stayed with 

thin assignment until that letter had gone, and he worked for 

as in that capacity. so I inherited the requirement to make 

sure that we collected the information and we got it all 

together.  

BY MR. MURPHY: 

Q Do you know if in your dealings with White you were 

-,rer told by Mr. White that he appointed Mr. Mullin to perform 

that task? 

A No, I don't think he did appoint Mr. Mullin to do 

that task He could have, but I don't recall that.  

Q Okay. Did Mr. White appoint you to coordinate the 
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L efforts of gattring the information for line organisation and 

2 coordinate it with whoever was responsible for doing the cover 

3 letter? 

4 MR. SILBERT: Is that different than an earlier 

5 question? 

6 MR. MURPHY: Yes, it's different.  

7 MR. SILBERTt Oh, I'm sorry.  

8 MR. MURPHY: Ne're talking first about the letter, 

9 and then -

10 MR. SILBERT: Oh, I'm sorry.  

11 MR. MURPHY: -- technical response, and now someone 

12 has to coordinate the two areas.  

13 MR. SILBERT: The letter and the information.  

14 MR. MURPHY: Yes, sir.  

15 BY MR. MURPHY: 

16 Q Were you ever designated by Mr. White to perform that 

17 task? 

18 A Not that I recall.  

19 0 Did you assume that position? 

20 A Yes, I tried to make sure that they were consistent 

21 and related and was in the attachment swppeats in the 

22 letter.  

23 0 Yes.  

24 A I reviewed it for that.  

25 Q Did anybody else get involved in that aspect of it? 
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1 Were you coordinating with anybody, Mr. Wegner, or Mr. Gridley 

2 or anybody else? 

3 A Well, obviously engineering vas doing that for the 

4 things that they have privy on. They were looking at the 

5 attachments and seeing if they did not support their conclusion 

6 in the letter, seeinq that they did support for the items over 

7 which they had some knowledge.  

9 And r presume everybody did the sam thing for any 

9 areas that they were responsible for.  

10 Q Let me clarity one thing. I don't want this to come 

11 out wro~ng.  

12 You are not saying that they did any adjustment of 

13 these engineering responses to make lure they went along with 

14 the corporate position in the letter, are you? 

15 A mo, r'm saying if the detail facts as presented in 

16 any of the attachments were at variance with their conclusion, 

17 then engineering had the responsibility of pointing out the 

18 variance, and make sure that their dissatisfaction or 

19 nonsupport of the conclusions in the covering letter were 

20 presented to White and anybody else.  

21 1 would have expected I would have hoard them.  

22 Q I guess what r was hearing from you is that we have 

23 now prepared a corporate position in a letter and we want to 

24 make sure that we meet it somehow, and that this would -

25 engineering would have to do, and r'm -
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I A no, I'm not suggesting that.  

2 Q Okay. And I want to make a clarification because -

3 it's not a clarification. I want to revisit an idea that we 

4 have discussed in your first transcript.  

5 You aaid that you did read all of these -- you stated 

6- that you did read all the technical responsies;, made sure that 

7 they answered the question,1 but you didn't necessarily review 

8 all the backup data associated with these particular 

9 A That's correct.  

10 Q -- responses.  

11 And whose responsibility was that to -- because 

12 obviously you are asking for QA, somebody was responsible for 

13 you to assure that, I would think, assure that all that data 

14 supported what you have -

15 A We had -- the individual sections of the attachments 

16 were reviewed by the preparer.  

17 Q Okay.  

is A That they said what he intended to say and was 

19 supported by the facts. So the individual line organizations, 

20 and it was made up by quality assurance people, some licensing 

21 people, some construction people and some engineering people 

22 took the part that they were responsible for imputing to the 

23 attachments and reviewed them and signed of f that they were 

24 accurate and complete. And they had done the work with all of 

25 the stack of supporting documentation.  
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I. They also subsequently, and I'm not sure whether this 
2 vas -- I'm not Bur* exactly what time period this was, but we 

3 had the group under Burdett* go and do the same thing, and they 

4 found I think some thing that were not fully documented in the 
5 volumes. There were supposed to be 10, what I envision to be 
6' 10 books which turned Into -- not 10 books, but a large stack 
7 of documents that needed to have information added to make them 
8 self-supporting. So that was dones by the QA organization.  

9 That vas a test of the documentation.  

10 Q Most of the -- go ahead.  

11 A Let me also say that during this one week we really 

12 had to work on, there were a lot of things going on. This 

13 wasn't the only thing that Kelly was working on.  
14 Q No, we understand that. You kind of outlined your 
15 activity in previous testimony. We are aware that you were a 
16 very busy man at the time.  

17 You are not suggesting that th. response was written 

18 by the individual line organization people are you? 

19 A Yes, they were.  

20 Q They are the sole author of these resgonses? They 

21 weren't revised -

22 A Oh, no.  

23 Q -- as it. went along the line.  

24 A NO, I'm not suggesting that.  

25 0 Okay.  
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L A The InC* organization peoplat>%l.investigated, X 

2 digested the issues, subissues, researched them and wrote J 

3 paragraphs or several paragraphs. Those were combined by who, 

4 1 don't know specifically who, but they were combined by 

5 somebody into Attachment L, 2, ot cetera. They were combined, 

6 they were edited by I presume it was licensing, so that they 

7 read correctly, and they were -- I went through them to see if 

8 there were any questions Left. You know, if there was a 

9 statement mad& that did not Look Like it was supported, I 

10 raised the question and sent it back.  

11 If there was ambiguous, r sent it back to have the 

12 wording reviewed to see that it -- so that it dii close the 

13 issue as best we could straight on in this report. r read it 

14 for those kinds of things, that there were no threads hanging 

L5 out, that there were no Loose ends on which we could not make a 

16 statement.  

17 The statement being that we had completed the work 

18 and when it wasn't said that we have completed the work, r 

19 wanted to know what was Left to be done and we had to include 

20 in here a statement as to what we were going to do about it.  

21 So if we hadn't closure on an item, I wanted to make 

22 sure that these were clearly worded such that nobody could 

23 misinterpret that that this is what was Left to be done, or 

24 this was going to be needed to be done in the future.  

25 As I said, this is part of the problem with trying to 
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so 
I digest into a very brief writeup, a complot* dissertation. So 

2 they were -- but the writer did get it back, the preparer got 

3 it back to see that we didn't change the essence 6r the sense 

4 of what his conclusions were, and that's what he was signing 

5 for.  

6' NoH was certifying to that.  

7 A Yes.  

6 a most of the certifications that we have reviewed were 

9 dated some time shortly after February 20, 1986. Is there 

10 and they kind of indicate that they agree with the contents of 

11 a letter dated February 20, 1986 as opposed to March 20th. Is 

12 there any reason for that? And I will show you some of these.  

13 Feel free to look at all of themw.  

14 A Well, the reason for that was because on February 

15 20th the letter was ready to go, and we intended to sign it and 

16 send it. So we were collecting the final packages of 

17 information. They should have started prior to the 20th, the 

18 review started prior, and the documents should have been within 

19 a day or two of that.  

20 a r would say that that statement, and you can look 

21through the entire folder there, that group, but that in fact 

22 is the statement. They are all attesting to that they agreed 

23 with the contents of the February 20th letter.  

24 A Yeah, and some of then put limits on enclosures by -

25 as I recall, by bracketing. They didn't take responhibility for 
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I the whole statement. They only took it for parts of it.  

2 -Q But are we basically saying then that the letter an 

3 February 20th, the bottom line was the Sam as on March 20th? 

4 A The letter was reedy to go on February the 20th. It 

5 was held up. We prepared it to be issued on February the 20th, 

6 and it was held because of a related but not directly related 

7 event which was the publication of a QYC report. I say QTC 

8 report. My recollection is Lt was issued by the on concrete 

9 at Watts Bar. There was a report of an investigation that was 

10 issued which somewhere in its content concluded that App.B is 

11 not being met, those words, saw something very similar to those 

12 words in the report.  

13 It was released to the local press down there and 

14 some time thereafter to the NRC. That statement was splashed 

IS all over the place that App.B is not being met, and this is QTC 

16 report. We were charged with investigating these, and we felt, 

17 well, we had better take that issue, concrete, and find out 

10 what the situation on that issue was before we send this 

19 Letter, then dated February 20th, ultimately became March 20th 

20 letter, we must investiqate the concrete issue before we issue 

21 the Letter to the XRC, because if the QTC charge is correct, 

22 then we wanted to modify the Letter and acknowledged that App.B 

23 was not being met in the area of concrete.  

24 A few days Later there was another one which we 

25 called trench B issue, again handled the same way. Those two 
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1 issues had to be concluded, investigations had to be co=cludd 

2 before the March 20th letter was issued, and they were 

3 technically concluded, although the final reports probably 

4 drifted in sometim after that.  

5 And I think Mr. White testified to that on March 

6 11th. He said we had an answr prepared, and every tie he 

7 gets ready to send it a new issue comes up, aod awcything he 

8 squeazes a new issues comes up.  

9 Q In the transcript of your second interview you said 

10 that Mr. White told the Commission, I believe on March 11th, 

11 that he was going to limit his response to that period that he 

12 was in charge; is that correct? 

13 A Yes, I believe that's what I told you.  

14 Q Do you know when this decision was reached? Was that 

15 reached early on, or was that reached late in the game? 

16 A That was -- to the best of my knowledge, that was 

17 reached on March 11th when White was standing before the 

18 commissioners answering questions.  

19 0Q ou mean he had -

20 A We had not prepared him to answer that question as I 

21 recall. That was something -- he got a question; he answered 

22 it right then and there and that's the first I heard of that 

23 limitation.  

24 0 That idea.  

25 A Yeah.  
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1 Q Te. * 

2 A I tbokt it was a od ida because it mde handling 
3 this better even though we had pr rared tae Pebruary ZOth, as I 

4 ey it s =doyJ t TUhe fr*=- tim I beard it iet. Upmed 

5 clearly, precgisel that way, we were not handling or ttmpting 

6 to *ad 11y .m that ised prior to his beLg there.  

7 That was the firc ie I bad it in words.  

* Q But y& WeSe'at *w of that until that day.  

9 A That's riht.  

1 0 secause if I look at some of tbee dratc letters, 

11 they don't bhang a great deal between February 20th and Iarch 

12 20th.  

13 A No. that's correct. They shouldn't change at all 
14 because bsically as r said February 20th, the letter was in 

15 place. Bc it crysalliaz for the first tim, and be my ha"e 

l6 aireatdy nderstood this, but it had not been expressed that we 

17 were prectsely irtirig the response to current situatlon.  

1 0 Yoo didn 't dertmand that prior to that date then is 
19 what you are saying.  

20 A I hadt 't put it in words. That's what we were trying 

21 to invwer, but I hadn't expressed it that way, and talked to 
22 anybody about Lt.  

23 IS. ISERVE: I think he said, but I don't want to 

24 put words ia his mouth, that the letter was drafted with that 

25 as backgrounc, but no had never really articulated that as a 
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1 concept. It was drafted in the current time, and articulated 

2 when White first really put it in words on March 11th. Maybe I 

3 misheard him, but 

4 BT "R. MUIPt.  

5 Q I thought you said that was the first time you heard 

E the ides was on March 11th.  

7 A The first time I beard it spoken s whaen White 

S anmswered that question, because he hadn't 

9 Q You had not 

10 A -- asked us, and w had gone over lots of questions 

11 he might get. That wasn't one of them.  

12 0 And you never discussed this with him? 

13 A Io.  

14 HR. HESERVE: What had been the premise when you did 

15 the draft on February 20th? 

16 THE WITWESS: Was that we were answering for current 

17 situation. We could not answer for all history.  

18 BY MR. MURPRY: 

19 Q Where did this premise -- I think you have already 

20 told us that you didn't draft the March 20th letter.  

21 Where did this premise cowm up that we are only going 

22 to talk about that time frame? 

23 A I think you will probably find the inference to th-t 

24 in the Edgar input.  

25 (Pause.) 
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I THE WITNESS: Do you? 

2 MI. MURPHYR I don't know.  

3 MR. WILLIAIISOt You can look at this.  

4 (Pause while witness reviews dinment.) 

5 TE WTNESt Ky memory my be imperfect, but as r 

C say my first recollection of hearing that expressed in o many 
7 words was testiony before the Commiseio, although it had been 

I the approach, the concept that we had taken. We were really 

9 reviewing the things that we were - in the attahnto which 

10 were the specific issues. Other than that, we were looking at 

11 the current day events. May not be as crisp as 

12 MR. IRWPHYt I have a hard tim finding it crisp at 

13 all in this recomandation, but maybe it is. I really have a 

14 hard time 

15 THE WITwESS: I Mas suggesting that was one place.  

16 MR. MURPMrt Oh, okay.  

17 THE WITNESS: I didn't reca.l that that mae the 

18 place.  

19 As I say, it wasn't something I discussed with White.  

20 BT MR. MURPHY: 

21 0 I guess what I's suggesting is as a result of this 

22 draft letter sent to Kr. Whit& by Kr. WeVnar, this ultimately 

23 com with saoe mnor variations to the letter that went out.  

24 A Right.  

25 0 And I guess I just don't get that indication, but I 
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I understand what you are saying.  

2 You said in an earlier - during one of our earlier 

3 interviews that you had some discussions with Mr. Belis Ie.  

4 A Yes.  

5 Q From the UMC regarding in compliance.  

6 Could you go over that one more time with us to 

7 A Tes. Al Belisle was Region II quality assurance 

8 something. Kis position was to - the TVA progrmIs--. That was 

9 his assigned duties, and he had other duties. But TVA was his

10 assignment.  

11 He saw to the changes to the progrms, reviewed them, 

12 and I had met his late February on a visit he made to TVA, my 

13 first meeting with him. I again met his on about the 20th of 

14 March. I think it probably was the 20th, maybe the 19th. ne 

15 was visiting to review the corrective action program, fp 

16 Volume 1 of the recovery program.  

17 HR. NESERVE: Nuclear Performance Plan.  

1is TH WITnESS s Nuclear Performance Plan that had been 

19 delivered to the WRC at or just prior to the meeting with the 

20 Comission on March 11th. That contained new organization 

21 charts and designation of new people being assigned to key 

22 positions, and certain comitments. Among them the QA program 

23 would be revised to reflect the new organisation and approach.  

24 He was in reviewing, I think, the organisation and 

25 our time table for submitting the revised QA program. The 
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I thems that wrem oftli nod in the Nuaclear Performance Plan, 

2 Volume 1, he came in to see what we were going to be - what 

3 our time table was going to be.  

4 So he was in what then was my office talking about 

5 those issues. Hie had somebody with hi. trom Washington. 1 

6' don't recall who it was. It was somebody I not that day and 

7 never savwd ) again.X 

6 We talked about our intention to revise the program, 

9 to revise a number of the proceures, that we were going to use 

10 the existing procedures until such time as we had new ones and 

11 we would put thes' ý& place. And at that point r asked him 

12 about the App.B letter. I told him we were about to issue a 

13 response, and that it was stating that we ware in compliance, 

14 with App.B. That did he have a problem with that, did he know 

15 of anything that would indicate we are not in compliance.  

16 General discussion, not those words because I don't recall the 

17 words, but it was that general discussion.  

is H!e said no, he had concerns in the corrective action 

19 program. He saw that we had a new program, a new escalation 

20 program going in place. And other than that he had no concerns 

21 about compliance with App.B.  

22 BY MR. MURPHY: 

23 0 Lot me move on 

24 A He was not necessarily looking to be quoted on that 

25 r'm sure, but -
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1 0 okay.  

2 A -- the conversation took place.  

3 Q r guess on the 21st of Mfarch you delivered. the letter 
4 to the URC. handt-cazrried the Letter. is there any reason why 
5 You Yourself and Mr. Kirkebo hand-delivered that letter to the 
6' WR as Opposed to Putting it in the mail and sending it to 

7 them? 

S A Yes, because White told us to do it.  

9 Q rmean

10 A And he had a reason that he told urn about.  

11 IHe felt that we ought to go prepared to go through 

12 the letter and answer any questions that they might have. See 
13 if -- you know, if they had a chance to read it that day, the 
14 two of us were most knowledgeable about the technical facts 
15 behind the letter, and we would be there to answer them.  
16 0 1 mean was there any question in your mind that the 
17 letter should stand on its own the way it was written? 

is A As r indicated, I had sowe concern as to the 

19 attachments being able to stand alone and not leave any 

20 question in the mind of any reader. I had some thought that 

21 that might lead somebody to a question, you know, we couldn't 

22 anticipate, and -

23 Q Why did you think this? I mean, I'm curious.  

24 A Primarily because r thought that that would -- as r 
25 said, digesting into a page or two a lot of Afacts is difficult, 
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I and there is always a possibility that something that didnot 

2 occur to m in reading it might occur to somebody else to ask 

3 another question.  

4 we probably bad answers, but I always had the 

5 reservation that maybe somebody reading this might have another 

6 question, and we would have to answer that, and hopefully we 

7 had the answer.  

8 Q You thought there would be no problem with someone 

9 reading the cower letter and having questions regarding the 

10 cover letter? 

11 A Didn't expect any questions on the cover letter.  

12 As it turns out, that's basically all they read that 

13 day. They didn't read any at :achments, so we didn't get any 

14 questions.  

15 Q I just have one more question and then I will turn it 

16 over to my colleagues here.  

17 r want your view on co icerns developed by one, the 

16 employee concern program, whate*e that be, at TVA's -- in 

19 TVA's case QTC, Quality Technology Corporation, NSRS, the NRC, 

20 any outside consultants, MAC or INPO, how do you view 

21 information developed by these sources as it applies to an 

22 overall quality assurance program at TVA? 

23 Would you consider them legitimate sources for the 

24 surfacing of quality assurance programs? 

25 And you might want to take the various agencies I 
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mentioned, but -

A I will answer in one general statement, and then r 

will give you geme specifics.  

They are something that should be considered, all. of 

those inputs if they exist should be considered in assessing a 
QAL Program, because there is Waknly to be, or could be -- could 

conceivably be an issue, real issues behind any employee 

concern- Certainly there would be, likely to be real issues 

behind most NRC findings, or behind most competent technical 

reviewer's assessments, not always, but most of the time there 

is a basis for them and they should be considered in assessing 

the CA program.  

Now in some cases employee concern input, the problem 

with a specific item comes to a comeunications problem in a 

great number of cases, and I think prior to my leaving TVA in 
August or September of 1996, there was a substantial number of 

those that were not real tec~lnical problems. They had a basis 
in incomplete comunicati~ons, or lack of any communications as 
to what the facts were on the specific items.  

There were many items that were real that had been 

corrected but the employee didn't know of it. So he had a 

residual concern.  

Q Well, let me pursue it just a little bit, 

I realize when you start talking about some 5,000 
employe. concerns that were registered at Watts Bar. that a
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.1 goodly number of thdoe concerns may in fact be as you de.cri -cc 

2 it.  

3 Is it not also a fact that a goodly number of those 

4 concerns turn out to be valid? 

5 A I don't know the numbers, but anything over a couple 

6 is too many.  

7 Q well, was thete more than a couple? 

8 A I'm sure there are more than a couple that have 

9 turned out to be valid.  

10 Q Okay. And I guess I'm looking as I'm viewing all of 

11 this, right, we have got NRC people telling us they have found 

12 problems at TVA. We have go INPO rendering reports saying 

13 there is problems, all these quality assurance problems. And I 

14 guess that's kind of a broad area, but anyway they have quality 

15 assurance program weaknesses at TVA.  

16 Tttv nave got MAC saying that these things exist. We 

17 have a faiLly significant number of concerns being registered 

18 by employees.  

19 D oes this indicate to you at all that the QA program 

20 is not doing real, real well? 

21 A Is not, was not, never did, who knows.  

22 1 was answering, as I said, current condition and 

23 what we saw going on.  

24 Q No, excuse me. I'm not talking about the contents of 

25 the letter, by the way. I'» just asking you a general question 
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1 as to whether these are some indications that the quality 

2 assurance program is not working well.  

3 A Well, okay, let's take the NRC ones. I don't have 

4 any inftcration as to the number of findings specifically by 

5 the P.C, but I don't recall having a perception that there were 

6 an unusually large number of findings by the NRC on the watts 

7 Bar program coun red to other plants, or that they were unusual 

8 in nature.  

9 Even recognizing the show cause order that was issued 

10 in the fal' of '35, they had a let of reliance on any employee 

11 -oncern input to W'tts Bar. They had specific items which 

12 kicked that off which was Seoquoyah Environmental Qualification.  

13 So I didn't s.?e a,-ything that struck me at the time 

14 as being unusual about the nature or number of NRC findings 

15 that were put into a plant. So they didn't disturb me.  

16 The MAC report, I don't recall that. I probably saw 

17 it. I don't recall what it was about even.  

s18  0 Okay, let me also interject. Most of this stuff, 

19 quite frankly, was accomplished prior to your arriving.  

20 A Yeah.  

21 Q So it's not something that was terribly, terribly 

22 current. But on the other hand, it wasn't, in the view of many 

23 folks, ancient because we were talking one or two years prior 

24 to your arrival.  

25 A Well, I knew that there were problems because the NRC 
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1 perceived there were problems, and I knew the nature of the 
2 problems trom reading the 50-54 letter, being that the whole 

3 management of TVA was under criticism. And we did not disagree, 

4 with that. white had reorganized and announced what he was 
5 doing. Those things were on the table. And those indicated 

6* that there were probably pr~blems 

7 But the specific problems that had been raised, most 
8 of them, at least the ones we were checking on had been 

9 addressed, some not to the satisfaction of individuals.  

10 Certainly there was concern; otherwise TVA would not 
11 have received a 54 letter, would not have 5,0500 concerns there 

12 were problems. Some 1700 of those concerns involved safety
13 related items. Some 300, 350 had some quality assurance 

14 ramifications. The others were other kinds of things, safety

15 related. Obviously there were problems at TVA.  

16 0 And do you view them -- I guess my original question, 

17 11 that the normal manner in which problems are to be 

1e identified in a nuclear plant as a routine manner? 

19 MR. SILBERT: What is 'that'? What do you mean by 

20 -that-? 

21 MR. MURPHYt The quality -- employee concerns, the 

22 pi:oblems identified by the NRC.  

23 By MR. MURPHYt 

24 0 Maybe I would ask, should these problems have been 
25 iýJer.:fted by TVA's quality assurance program? 
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1 A Some of them, certainly, and I'm not surM that soae 

2 of them weren't. The non-quality assurance ralated ones, all 

3 the ones on industrial safety and *t cetera, which is the bul..  

4 of the 5,000 concerns, you know, there was 1700 safety-related 

5 ones. The other 3300, things that a QA program probably 

6 wouldn't look at or address. They are not in the normal 

7 charter of QA.  

8 The rest of thei, the 1700, I would hope most all of 

9 them would have been detected through QA activities. And a lot 

10 of them were from what we had at the time. A large number of 

11 them were found that they had been worked on, they had been 

12 corrected. Maybe they reoccurred, but they had boen worked on 

13 and corrected at one point in time, but they were still 

14 concerns on somebody's part.  

15 You have got to look at some of the nature of the 

16 concerns, too. The one that's most easily understood is 

17 probably this one about QA independence. That particular issue 

19 which I think is on the 11 has 25 or 30 em?1oye, concerns on 

19 that specific subject. And obviously there are people that 

20 think that they concern on that.  

21 1 looked at that, and I did not consider that a 

22 reasonable concern. It's not what I would do. I wouldn't 

23 organize it that way. But if somebody reasonably reviewed the 

24 situation, including the MRC, and found that it was functioning 

25 acceptably, then that's not something that I consider you 
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1 should wo about in-the future, and that's trm case with that 

2 one. :, 

3 Only 20 - 25 individual employee concerns are 

4 dactually sutstantiated. Most of them, because QA reported a 

5 construction organization. Sc they are substantiated concerns, 

6 or facts of substantiated allegations, but they have no QA 

7 ramifications in the sense that they are a safety problem.  

8 Q You don't think that any of these activities - let 

9 m state something else.  

10 rs the fact that employees utilize the employee 

11 concern program as opposed to their management heads an avenue 

12 for voicing concerns, does that bother you at all? 

13 A Yeah, that bothers me.  

14 Q Could that be an indication that -- and only an 

15 indication tha.: amluyees are reluctant to report these things 

16 to their management becaus3 they are afraid of reprisals? 

17 A That's one of the possible ramifications. r can 

16 think of several others that you can offer up. I man, 

19 ineffective management, ineffective lab'r relations maybe, 

20 possible quality problems, certainly.  

21 MR. WILLIAMSON: I have a couple.  

22 BY MR. WILLIAMSON: 

23 0 In late January 1986, Craig Lundin conducted an 

24 effort wherein he reviewed -- went to Watts Bar and reviewed 

25 different sections.  
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1 A Right.  

2 Q Who directed or commissioneu ei he. you or Mr. Lundin 

3 to do that? 

4 A Larry Nace asked - if I had somebody wno could do 

5 that, and he vas talking tc me as somebody he knew from Stone 6 

6 Webster that took care of QA fUr itone and Webster. So he 

7 asked me 

8 Q That was before you were QA manager.  

9 A Right.  

10 Q Right.  

11 A I was just a consultant off the street. And so he 

12 asked me who could do that, and I first suggested -- I found 

13 some documentation on this. I found my specific instructions 

14 to Lundin since then if you would like to see them.  

15 Q Okay.  

16 A I first suggested that Rick Baldin could do that, and 

17 r checked and he was not available. He works for me. He was 

18 not available. Since I was out of town somebody had to take 

19 care of busibess. That was his assignment.  

20 So I then suggested Lundin, and I told him what I 

21 wanted done.  

22 Q And what was that? 

23 A Could I have a copy of -

24 MR. WILLIAMSON: Could we have a copy of that? 

25 THE WITNESS: Absolutely. This is the bet k.ind of 
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* contemroraneous note, too, because I wrote it on the back of an 

2 airplane ticket on a trip to c from -- one of those things, a 

3 boarding pass. .i "as .r'avei.rg and going home weekends.  

4 So I thought about this obviously over the weekend, 

5 aid wrote it there, and those were my notes as to w:. t I was 

6 going t. instruct him to Jo.  

7 F. B. Baldwin is the guy I was thinking of at the 

8 time. This it my boarding pass going tebe Atlanta to Boston on '4 

9 the 24th of January, and that following week I gave him teo 

13 instrucLt.sns.  

11 Should I read you what I said? 

12 BY MR. WILLTAMSONz 

13 0 Please do, yes.  

14 A "Verification effort. F. R. Baldwin will head the 

15 tetrw to verify strtements in respo.sce to the XSR7 charges. Set 

16 the team basal on the L.!bj.crtj. L.im r. t. Watts Bar," and I've 

17 got I rcestion mark aj to Ne'.her we could limit it to Watts 

18 Bar. "Let .tem :ead the N7RF details, tnen the corporate 

19 posit. -- i." ThAee are the corporate white papers which became 

20 the attachments. "Instruct the tesm, no caveats. I will need 

21 back from chem a ,.rue ftaten»'nt without qualifications. If 

22 they can iui;ort what's in the corporat.- position, bring me a 

23 statement they can support. Set the stage for the team with 

24 the site man.. ;ant. :4ve them ,scc:ts for quick access" 

25 because the 5 -; , Wtbs er pe -. e were not allowed on the site 
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without praper clearances, -field the team and got the report 

date and time when I wanted the report back,- and I gave them 

two weeks. And I told them if they couldn't finish in two 

weeks, lot me know.  

r have the original of that if you want. to see .t.  

Q A couple questions.  

Mr. Mace*

A The reason I didn't have that before in because last 

time you had me go into my expense accounts to verify the 

times. When I was putting them away, that was attached to my 

expense account.  

Q Mr. Nace asked you 

A If I had somebody to do it for them.  

Q Was he -- who directed Mr. Mace? Do you have any 

idea? 

A I have no idea, no idea.  

o When you asked these people to go down to watts Bar, 

and you asked for a report. Did you ever get a report from 

these people? 

A Yes.  

o And what format? Do you recali? 

A It was a letter from Lundin t~o Chuck Mason.  

Q Okay.  

o Why was it addressed to Mason? 

A ecause Mason was WVA, and that's who they told me to



1 send it to, as I recalr7

2 Q You mentioned previously that you had asked Lundin to 

3 give you a, I believe the taum you used wis a snapshot? 

4 A I said something different, but L will buy that.  

5 I'll accept that.  

6 0 What did you say? 

7 A I'm not going to tell you anymore 

6 Q Okay. It appears by this note you have here you 

9 wanted them to do a little bit more than a s:aoshot.  

10 A Yes.  

11 Q A little bit more than a 

12 A I also said, as I said gave them two weeks to do it 

13 which was -- that's a relatively anort time to do in extensive 

14 amount cf work.  

15 Q And this also consisted of five or ,ix people f-ii 

16 Stone 6 Wet'ster.  

17 A That set the team based on the subject matter.  

18 0 I think these were people who had some QA experience 

19 and some PiTOL experience, is that -

20 A Most had QA. There was one construction guy, but 

21 they picked on subjects they were going to look at.  

22 Q Do you recall the results of their efforts, exactly 

23 what they found? 

24 A I recall what I think is -- I'm not sure how complete 

25 i- is, but Lney went out and they did their reviews -- you can 
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4--

keep that.  

0 Thank you.  

A And they came back and they told me that they fctrnd 

ame problems, and there were no unusually aevere problems.  

They found some weaknesses. But they -- and they found some 

things that were under investigation that needed furthe

research to find out if there were any problems. And they 

found saome things that had been wrong, but had correct ivv 

actions that had already been initiated.  

But generally they found practices were in compliance 

with App.B. They didn't find any activity that was not in 

compliance with App.B.  

o Let me direct you to a memo June 5, 1986 from Mr.  

Whita to Mr. Dent3n. We ta'kLd -bout ttiLs earlier, and I think 

you indicated this was a letter that you did not support Mr.  

White issuing.  

A That's right.  

Q But

A Well, now, let me change that. 1 did not say I did 

not support it. I said I recnwended that it not Do sent.  

Q Okay.  

F I supported Mr. White in ell of his endeavors.  

o !n the fourth paragraph of that letter, Mr. White 

states and I quote, *In order to respond to the specific 

Lequest which was of concern raised by NSRS experts, I 

Heritage Repcrting Corporation 
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1 assembled a group of outside individuals with significant and 

2 e.ttensive nuclear QA experience in the areas questionea and 

3 directed them to conduct a review for each of the percaptions.  

4 Wa *his, this group of outside Individuals, was this 

5 tne TLundf. grout? 

6 A I believe that's the Lundin group.  

7 Oxay.  

8 A I get confused on that, but I believe that is the 

9 Lundin effort.  

10 J I've been confused too. And I'm trying to get this 

11 clarified if I can.  

12 Now, Mr. White also says, -In addition, I had a group 

13 of higiy experienced non-TVA experts review this group's 

14 tinin,'.  

1 5  Can you tell me who he these non-TVA experts are? I 

16 have a list that -- I mean I have compiled a list, and it seems 

17 to vary from individual to individual. I am trying to 

18 determine exactly who these non-TVA experts are.  

19 A Well, the first group I believe is Lundin and his 

20 five cohorts.  

21 Q Okay.  

22 A The suggest, my suggestion, I have to get what was in 

23 White's mind because I'm not positive. I'm not even -- I 

24 wouldn't even want to speculate. It uay be me that he's 

25 referrir.1 to.  
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0 Mto, I was going to ask if you would be a part of that 

non -TVA expert group.  

I will tell you the n&mes that have been provided to 

us. That would include Mr. Wegner, Mr. Brodsky, Mr. Bass, Mr.  

Miles, Mr. Sullivan, PL-. Siskin, Mr. Mac&, Mr. Stone and Mr.  

BLi.UInry of Bechtel. Theo* were people who were advisors 

duriL *this period of time.  

1W Nell, I don't think Bill Henry was en advisor during 

those periods of time.  

Q Okay.  

A r think Bill Henry came much later.  

Q All right.  

A The other names, Brodaky, Bass, Wegner, Siskin and 

Sullivan.  

o Mace, Stone.  

A Nace and Stone.  

Leave Mace out. The rest of them were the kitchen 

cabinet.  

Q Miles.  

A Yeah, Murray Miles is the other guy, and I don't 

recall ever seeing him down there, but he way have been there 

form time to time.  

0 Is the kitchen cabinets, were they advisors to Mr.  

White? 

A Yes, they are advisors to Mr. White.
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1 Now I thought -did you get those names from me, 

2 because I offered those names in response to -

3 Q W*11, I got them from -

4 A That statement, qualified management team.  

5 Q Okay. I got then from several people. I know I got 

6 them from Kr. Wegner, and I think I got them fro Kr. Whit*, 

7 and I think I got them from you, and I might have asked these 

8 other individuals if they were part of the -- but the kitchen 

9 cabinet is the advisors? 

10 A Yes, they are the .dvisors to White.  

11  Q All right. Can I assume that these were also the 

12 non-TVA experts that we're referring to in the June 5th letter? 

13 And if not, if I can't assume that, then can you tell me who 

14 would compose this group of non-TVA experts? 

15 M R . SILBERTt You want him to answer that beyond what 

16 he's already -

17 MR. WrLLIAMSONt Right, please.  

19 MR. SILBERTt -- suggested to you that you have to 

19 ask Mr. White.  

20 MR. WILLIAMSON: Please.  

21 MR. SILBERT: I mean he has already suggested you 

22 have to ask Mr. White.  

23 THE WITNESS: Suggested -- you want specifically who 

24 he thought he was referring to.  

25 MR. WILLIAMSON: Okay.  
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THlE WITNESS: r think the first reference is to

Lundin.
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BY MR. WILLIAMSON: 

Q Okay, this is -- okay, the group of outside 

individuals.  

*ý.That others that he, says would -- one guess would be 

that Lit involved 

MR. RESERVE: This ia pure speculation.  

THE WITNSS: -- the advisors. One guess in that it 

involved the Beta group, plus Siskin, Sullivan and Nace was 

gone by March 20th.  

BY MR. WILLIAMSON: 

O Would you be in that group of non-TVA experts? 

A I don't know.  

Now he also had a penchant for hiring experts. He had 

an expert on the trench B issue who was Roger Reedy. He had -

ho's got lots of experts that he has brought in from time to 

time. PhDs or doctors of various things. I don't specifically 

know who he's referring to.  

MR. MURPHY: Let me ask you just one question.  

BY MR. MURPHY: 

o f you are Group A or Group B or whatever, did anyone 

ever tell you about it? 

A I think I'm in Group -- in this paragraph when he 

talks about assemble a qualified management team. I think r
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a How do you know you weren't in the kitchen cabinet? 

A I know vho wa6 in the kitchen cabinet.  

Q How do you know who was in the kitchen cabinet? 

A Because none of the kitchen cabinet became loaned 

employees.  

Q Oh, okay. And I would assume that you would include 

yourself and maybe Drotleff and Gridley as the management team, 

qualified management team, and maybe some others? 

A And McCullom and, you know.  

MR. MURPHY: First, I have some closing remarks.  

Mr. Kelly, have I or any other -

MR. MESERVEs Can we talk briefly? Do we need to? 

Whether we have any closing remarks or questions? 

Heritage Reporting Corporation 
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fall in that reference.  

If anybody thought I was in the final, the group of 

highly experienced non-TVA experts, I may have been, but I 

wasn't informed of that.  

Q No one has told you that.  

A No, and I did review it. So I don't know that 

anybody would need to have told me that.  

MR. MESERVEt Were you in the kitchen cabinet? 

THE WITNESSt No, I was not in the kitchen cabinet, 

and I was not non-TVA at that point. I was TVA.  

MR. ROBINSON: Excuse me.  

BY MR. ROBINSONt

<
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i MR. NURPHYt I was going to ask you that anyway.  

2 That's part of our process.  

3 MR. SILBERT: Go ahead.  

4 BY MR. MURPHYt 

S Q Mr. Kelly, have I or any other NRC representative 

6 here threatened you in any manner or offered you any rewards in 

7 return for this statement? 

8 A No.  

9 Q Have you given this statement freely and voluntarily? 

10 A Yes, I have.  

1 1  Q Is there anything further that you would like to add 

12 to the record, any comments? 

13 A No.  

14 MR. MURPHY: Any comments by counsel? 

15 MR. NESERVEt No.  

16 MR. MURPHYt This interview is cc.cluded at 2:10 p.m.  

17 August 18, 1987, and we really thank you for your time.  

1 8  (Whereupon, at 2:10 p.m., the interview was 

19 concluded.) 
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